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Please find below our new Committee of Management (CoM) as voted in during the AGM. A
warm congratulations to all our new members, and a huge thank you to all those who have
previously dedicated so much time to the Australia-Japan relationship.
The President's Report follow on page 2.
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Formal transcript of the President’s Report from Celeste Koravos, with contributions from the
Committee of Management (CoM) as follows.
Acknowledgement of Committee of Management of 2021-2022
“On behalf of our CoM, I am pleased to welcome you to our AGM. We are meeting online as
per the usual method of our CoM, and I would like to thank the Ernst & Young Japan Team
for offering to host in their offices.
Our current CoM, all in a voluntary capacity, consists of Mitsuru Katada, Jack Stanesby ,
Hiroko Yasunori, Owen Boushel, Jessica Stevens, Laura Hughes, Shunsuke Saito, D'arcy
Butler, Eve Bentley, David Buchanan, Grace Gentilli and Honorary Co-Chairmen Ross
Ciaravolo and Yoshi Sagawa.
We also have voluntary contributions from Heather Darbyshire, Elise Lou, Alison Fong,
Natalia Susnica and Mikoto Araki.
Before I set out my report, I would like to ask current volunteers to show their presence with
the "hand" button for a moment. On behalf of myself and Australia-Japan Society of Victoria
(AJSV) members, I would like to thank you for your dedication over the past year.
Context of AJSV activities for 2021-2022
COVID-19
It has not been straightforward for a volunteer-run, not-for-profit organisation that focuses
on human connection to thrive during a pandemic.
Challenges
At an individual level, COVID-19 has put enormous pressure on those making up the AJSV
ecosystem. Our Committee and Members have had to manage work/life in a new way, taken
on unanticipated challenges and changes in the workplace, adapt to remote working and
perhaps even manage illness. Some may have even been part of the COVID response; I
personally was consumed for six months last year in my role as Director in the Directions
Team of the COVID-19 Legal Unit at the Victorian Government Department of Health.
At a Member level, Corporates continue to re-assess their budgets, which means that
membership fees are more scrutnised. We have been unable to host face-to-face events
during restrictions. We were unable to host Gala Dinner in 2020-2021, our only and small
funding source apart from memberships; we do not receive government funding. We; have
been unable to meet Corporate Members face-to-face and do our usual meet-and-greets
with incoming Japanese CEOs as normal.
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Positives
Individuals are looking for connectivity more than ever, and AJSV is providing that. Our online
events have been a source of information exchange, education, connection and relationshipbuilding during dark periods. Borders have been broken down; we have had Japan-based
panelists at our business briefings; we have attendance at konshinkai and business briefings
from interstate and overseas, (extending our scope from promoting the Victoria-Japan
relationship to beyond) (as an example, Australian teachers in Japan on the JET program, and
former CoM members who have migrated to Japan, have been joining our konshinkai);
remote attendance has been so successful that we will retain some remote events going
forward; and we have been able to meet one-to-one with our Corporate Members (online)
with minimal logistical effort. We are running face-to-face events in a COVID-safe manner;
improved health and hygiene is a good thing in any situation.
Australia-Japan relationship
I will now turn briefly to the Australia-Japan relationship, which has been shaped by forces
beyond the pandemic.
In terms of regional cooperation, we are all delighted to hear that our new PM's and new
Foreign Minister’s first order of business is going to Tokyo for the next Quad leaders’
meeting, to discuss cooperation on infrastructure, climate change, vaccinations, and critical
and emerging technologies . It is also to be seen if Japan will join the AUKUS trilateral
technology-sharing partnership. We saw Japan and Australia sign the "Japan-Australia
Reciprocal Access Agreement" earlier this year, to establish cooperative activities between
visiting defence forces.
We have of course seen an explosion of new energy partnerships from the start to end of the
value chain, including hydrogen. This is a shift from the minerals, energy and food joint
ventures of the 1960s, when the AJSV was conceived.
While M&A activity reduced in 2020-2021 due to COVID-19 measures such as border closures
and quarantine, participants have adapted, with things like “remote” site visits and nomikai.
We expect to see an upward trend with the relaxation of COVID measures.
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AJSV achievements for 2021-2022
1. Build a great Committee of Management, with the support of the Consulate
The quality of people sitting around our CoM is a testament to how the AJSV is valued within
Victorian organisations.
I would like to take this opportunity to recognise the Consulate-General of Japan in
Melbourne's (Consulate) honorary role on the CoM, and the patronage of Consul-General
Mr Junji Shimada. The Consulate continues to be a strong supporter of the AJSV, through
initiatives such as arranging for us to tell our story to the Japan Chamber of Commerce and
Industry in Melbourne (JCCIm) CoM (which led to a series of positive one-to-one meetings),
involving AJSV in bilateral events and supporting initiatives such as the Mentoring Program.
I thank Laura Hughes and Shunsuke Saito for their contributions to our CoM and personal
efforts.
2. Launched a new format newsletter
We have reduced the frequency and increased the quality of our communications. We now
provide headline Australia-Japan news in our monthly newsletter, using content from a
subscription-only AI tool from our member ScoutAsia (owned by Nikkei). We thank
Sachvinder Singh for his support). We hope to introduce this tool to our Corporate
Members shortly.
We are working on improving our visibility, including ensuring that all relevant staff within
our Corporate Members receive our newsletters.
I thank Eve Bentley for producing the new newsletter. I also thank our Marketing
Coordinator Elise Lou, President of Melbourne University Japan Club, for giving our
marketing materials a face-lift, and Owen Boushel for his support with communications.
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3. Ran a Membership Drive
We invested in a strategy setting exercise (with consultant Patrice Gibbons at Inspired Co.),
and benchmarked our fees against similar Japan Societies across the world.
We found that our fees, which had not been increased in over 20 years, were well below
market. Members have also told us that we are too cheap! As such we have implemented a
reasonable fee increase for Corporates, with current Members getting the benefit of a threeyear stepped increase (in recognition of their loyalty) and new Members coming on at full
rates. We have had only two non-renewals directly attributable to the fee increase; our
Members are otherwise understanding and supportive, and new Members have come on at
full rates. We have also offered the JCCIm CoM a partner plan in recognition of their
longstanding relationship with the AJSV.
We have around 30 Corporate and 75 Community Members such as students; our Corporate
Membership fees allow us to offer discounts for groups such as students. I thank our AJSV
members for their continued support during this challenging year. It takes effort and
commitment from so many people to maintain and foster the Australia-Japan relationship;
we couldn't do it without you.
I thank our Membership team, Ross Ciaravolo, Mitsuru Katada, Jack Stanesby and David
Buchanan for their efforts in one-to-one member engagement. I look forward to Eve
Bentley, our new Membership Manager, taking this initiative forward.

4. Hosted online and in-person konshinkai
This has really been the backbone of our Member engagement over the pandemic. These
informal networking events provide a relaxed environment to bring together business
executives, government officials and people from education (including students) and the
arts, from all levels (which goes to AJSV's ongoing goals of Diversity and Inclusion).
As mentioned earlier, for the online events we have been delighted to host Members from
Victoria, interstate and overseas. We have even had people who live too far away from the
CBD to attend an evening konshinkai, finally join our network. We held a Bounenkai end of
year raffle, which was exciting.
Sometimes konshinkai occurs face-to-face, and to that end we have established a good
relationship with the classic, historic and low-key venue Bank on Collins.
I thank Mitsuru Katada and Owen Boushel not only for arranging these events, but for
taking time to build meaningful one-to-one connections with every person that attends,
which is really the grassroots of the Australia-Japan relationship.
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5. Re-started shaberoukai
We are delighted to have re-started our English-Japanese conversation club in 2022. This is
something that works very well as an online event, particularly leading up to the cold of
Melbourne winter. I thank Owen Boushel and Grace Gentilli for kicking that off.
6. Hosted Business Briefings
The most recent topics include “Solar innovation and sustainability in the global supply
chain” with Maxeon Solar Technologies’ Chris O’Brien and Matt Kasdin, “New business
creation using DX” with Industrial Growth Platform, Inc. Australia (IGPI) Rachit Kholsa,
Hivery’s Hideaki Yoshimura and Sojitz Australia’s Toshihiko Matsuo, plus our Business
Leader’s Series on “Setting up a business in Japan” with Catherine O’Connell, AustralianNew Zealand businesswoman and Vice-Chair of Australia-New Zealand Chamber of
Commerce in Japan.
Upcoming topics include “New way of work” with Daian, “Strategies for identifying
investment opportunities” with ScoutAsia and further sessions with Ashurst.
7. Supported Asia Pacific Children's Convention and other scholarships
In 1989, the AJSV was approached by the Australian Embassy in Tokyo to identify children to
participate in the Asia-Pacific Children's Convention (APCC) in Fukuoka. AJSV collaborates
with schools in Victoria to elect eight children each year (with around 400 attending the
Convention from 55 participating counties and regions). The purpose is to bring together
children from different countries and nurture global citizens with a spirit of omoiyari. In
2021, a Virtual Summer Camp was conducted online, which allowed for double the amount
of participants. 11 year old children were asked to choose a UN SDG and explain what
positive steps they would take to achieve that. The APCC tracks and gathers its alumni;
pictured here [refers to slide] is a photo of former APCC delegate Ms Jemima Montag, who
joined an online Q&A from hotel quarantine upon returning from the Tokyo Olympics.
On scholarships, we have continued our work with the Department of Premier and
Cabinet, the Tokyo Victorian Government Trade and Investment Office and the
Consulate to prepare for the next two years' roll-out of the Yosuke Kanno Scholarship, and
we expect to receive the next scholar from Japan in early 2023.
On the youth scholarships side, pre-COVID, we sent high school students who would be
unable to participate in their school's Japan exchange program for financial reasons, to
Japan, with the support of Corporate Sponsors such as Mitsubishi Australia and Ernst &
Young. That has also paused due to travel restrictions, but it is our dream is to send
multiple students to Japan with Corporate support, when travel becomes easier.
I thank Hiroko Yasunori, Heather Darbyshire and D'arcy Butler for their efforts in our
scholarships program.
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8. Ran a successful Mentoring Program and Careers Night
We run the only annual Australia-Japan mentoring program out of Australia, which is fully
accessible to Members and Non-Members. 62 people have participated over three years,
with particular thanks to Mitsui & Co. Australia and AJSV for each supplying 7-9 Mentors.
Mentes have participated from University of Melbourne, Swinburne University of
Technology, Hamer Scholarship, La Trobe University, JET Program, Monash University,
New Colombo Plan, MEXT, Asia Options, Australia-Japan Youth Dialogue and interstate
Japan Societies.
I thank Jessica Stevens for her support in putting this program together. We thank the
Consulate and JCCIm for their support in promoting this Program. Our fourth round will
launch soon.
On Friday we co-hosted a Careers Night with Melbourne University Japan Club on
Australia-Japan careers, with a panel including our CoM Laura Hughes (Consulate) and
Susumu Handa (Daiwa Capital Markets Australia Limited), plus AJSV members including
visitor from Singapore Kohki Sakata (IGPI) and Jessica Uchida (EY). 40 students attended,
and although the panel discussion ended at 7.30 pm, the panelists stayed to answer student
questions until 9 pm! The students told us over the weekend that:
“We really appreciated each one of the panellists as they provided a variety of useful information
and guidance to our members. We received a lot of fantastic feedback, as many of our members
really enjoyed listening and discussing the potential for using Japanese, and working in Japan for
their careers in the future."
Thanks also to Mitsuru Katada and Jessica Stevens for representing at that.
9. Hosted an Australia-Japan International Women's Day event based in Melbourne
This annual event is attended by men and women. We discussed the official International
Women’s Day 2022 theme of "break the bias", and broke out into workshops, regarding
workplace bias scenarios, discussing why it was important to call out bias, what to do about
it, and why that bias happens.
I thank Jessica Stevens and Natalia Susnica for arranging that, and also congratulate our
incoming Co-Chair Natsuko Ogawa of Ashurst for her work in that space.
One thing AJSV would like to do with more resources, is put greater focus on Diversity and
Inclusion, with feedback from participants being that this is the type of event they would like
to attend on a regular basis.
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10. Actively participated in the National Federation of Japan Societies
We continue our longstanding voluntary involvement in the National Federation. We have
been able to introduce the Federation to our Mentoring Program, resulting in seven
participants from other State Societies. We are honoured that other State societies continue
to reach-out to us for guidance on matters such as running an online event or drafting
administrative documents.
I thank D'arcy Butler for uniting us with our interstate counterparts.
As a side note, we also cross-share events of overseas Japan Societies in our newsletters and
invite Member participation.
11. Participated in advocacy work
Reimagining the Australia-Japan Relationship Report
We surveyed our Members and produced a submission for the "Reimagining the AustraliaJapan Relationship Report". We surveyed Members on topics such as strengths, challenges
and areas of improvement in the Australia-Japan relationship, and Japan-literacy in Australia
(and vice versa).
The Report findings reinforce the urgency and relevance of the work being done by the AJSV,
including:
Japan-knowledge and Japan-literacy in Australian community exists but has depreciated
over time
The connection between Australia and Japan is too narrow and top-heavy
We need a major rethink of, investment in and upgrading of ambitions for the AustraliaJapan relationship (at all levels of government, business and community)
Existing institutional infrastructure lacks broad and deep networks
Lack of understanding of importance of the Japan relationship in Australia
Business needs to invest in human networks to support the bilateral relationship
Business needs to work with universities to recruit and create internship opportunities
for Japanese students in Australia and vice versa
Industry needs to initiate dialogues for change, that involve business, government,
academia and community leaders, focused on gender diversity and movement of people
Measures need to be taken to ensure that exchange and relationship-building at peopleto-people level thrives
Exchanges based on education will close the cultural distance
We cannot take the Australia-Japan relationship for granted
I thank Grace Gentilli for preparing our submission. I also thank Natsuko Ogawa for
hosting the Melbourne launch of the Report, and inviting AJSV to make remarks. I also
recognise our Secretary Eve Bentley, as one of the authors and editors of that Report, in her
capacity at the Australia-Japan Research Centre at ANU.
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Ukraine appeal
We reached out to the Australian Federation of Ukrainian Organisations to see what we
could do to help the people of Ukraine, and launched an AJSV campaign to gather donations
towards clean water and food, emergency housing, clothing, medical supplies and
assistance, psychological assistance and evacuations.
We also supported the JET Alumni of Queensland in promoting their "cranes4ukraine"
origami event.
Finally we sourced volunteers from our networks to attend children's Ukrainian language
school in NSW, to make origami cranes with the children, to show a unique kind of AustraliaJapan support for their people's plight and lift their spirits.
I thank Mikoto Araki, professional translator, for proactively offering to translate the
campaign into Japanese.
12. Set plans in motion for Australia-Japan Spring Gala Dinner 2022
This will as always be co-hosted by the JCCIm and Japan Society of Melbourne (JSM). We have
booked the Crown River Room and confirmed Ambassador Yamagami Shingo as keynote
speaker. We are working on special musical entertainment and sake tasting, and hope to
share information with our co-hosts and Members ASAP. We are finalising a proposal with
Lisa Harrison of Urban Events Development, who our CoM has also worked with in
relation to the AJBCC/JABCC Conference.
The key challenge for us will be:
Selling the minimum number of tickets and securing the minimum number of Sponsors
to ensure the event breaks even or is profitable
Ensuring that raffle donations are forthcoming
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AJSV goals for 2022-2023
Our goal is to continue to promote bilateral ties between Victoria and Japan, in business,
government, education and culture, through providing real, accessible infrastructure for
exchange and relationship-building at people-to-people level, by:
Increasing funding through Memberships
Returning value to Members through our Events and Newsletters
Giving back to the community through our Mentoring and Scholarship Programs
Running a successful Gala Dinner
Strengthening relationships with partners such as the Consulate and JCCI/JSM
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Introduction to our Committee of Management for 2022-2023
Retirements
Jack Stanesby has been our volunteer Treasurer over the past eight years, and apart from
maintaining impeccable accounts, he has provided us with sound advice to support the
financial decisions of the AJSV, and has also been a sounding board for me. He continued to
support us many years after his day job moved from a Japan-focused role to a different role,
which is testament to his deep affinity for the Australia-Japan relationship. Congratulations
Jack on a job well done; any organisation is lucky to have you.
Hiroko Yasunori is our Chair of Youth Exchange & Scholarships and has been a volunteer
for almost ten years. Hiroko has taken a genuine delight in working with the young people
who are the beneficiaries of our scholarship programs, from primary school through to
university students. Hiroko's strong and consistent efforts have changed the lives of young
Australians interested in Japan, and young Japanese people interested in Australia. We will
miss you and wish you well with your move to Japan.
Yoshi Sagawa has been a stalwart of the Society for at least 15 years, most recently a CoChairman. We thank him particularly for his senior-level engagement with Japanese
Corporate Members and his mentorship.
Hikaru Davies has supported our office for five years and kept things moving as we entered
the pandemic. We wish her well for the future.
As a side note, I also wish to acknowledge that Murray Sayers, one of our former Presidents,
was awarded the Order of the Rising Sun, Gold Rays with Rosette this year, by the Ministry of
Foreign Affairs, for promoting inter-regional exchange and mutual understanding between
Australia and Japan.
Chairs
A special thanks to Ross Ciaravolo, who was our former President and has been our CoChair while I have been President for this past year. Ross has decades of experience in the
bilateral relationship and continues to be the strongest supporter of and advisor to the CoM,
and champion of the AJSV's cause. He makes himself available whenever guidance is
needed, is a solutions-man and spends a lot of his personal time on one-to-one member
engagement, in order to build our relationships. Thank you.
Natsuko Ogawa of Ashurst is a leading M&A lawyer for Japanese clients investing in
Australia, and one of the few people who can pull-off deals in both English and Japanese.
Natsuko is well-known and respected in the bilateral relationship, with over 20 years of
experience, which includes mentoring young people, championing diversity, and being a
long-standing Member of AJSV and friend to many of us.
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New Committee
Colin Maudsley is our incoming Treasurer and has a strong background in accounting and
finance. He is fluent in Japanese and has spent many years living and working in Japan,
including in Tokyu Corporation. We are delighted to have someone with his solid background
join our team.
Susumu Handa is CEO of Daiwa Capital Markets Australia as of 2020. He was a Delegate of
the Australia-Japan Youth Dialogue in 2021 and is enthusiastic about Australia-Japan
relations. He has an MBA and his background includes energy, heavy and auto
industries.Welcome.
Sarino Watanabe is a third-year international student studying a Bachelor of Arts at
University of Melbourne, Vice-President and Social Media Manager of the Melbourne
University Japanese Club, and a former participant in the Mentoring Program. Sarino is
passionate about linking Australian people with Japanese culture, and brings a variety of
skills to our team. Thanks for joining.
We are re-electing or formalising the elections of Eve Bentley, D'arcy Butler, Grace Gentilli
and David Buchanan. A note on Eve Bentley as a recent joiner; Eve commenced with the
Society as Secretary and Membership Manager only two short months ago, becoming an
essential part of our infrastructure. Eve returns to Melbourne after eight years in Japan,
where she was Client Manager of pre-eminent Australian businesswoman, Melanie Brock,
and Social Media Manager at the Australian Embassy in Tokyo, amongst other roles. Very
pleased to be formalising Eve today.
Thank you all and I will now hand back to Eve Bentley.”
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